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The study was done in order to investigate the

impact of teachers' collective negotiations on the percep-

tions of principals of their role in elementary public

schools.

The problem of this study was to determine if

there were significant differences in the ways that

randomly selected samples of elementary school principals

perceived their role depending upon whether they served as

principals in public school districts which had collective-

ly negotiated teachers' contracts during 1969-1972 or

whether they served as principals in public school districts

which had no collectively negotiated teachers' contracts

during 1969-1972.



The perceptions of principals were focused on

four aspects of the role of principal i (1) knowledge and

skills needed by principal* (2) role as institutional head

of a school* (3) role in regard to collective negotiations

for principal* and (4) opinions about effects of collective

negotiations by teachers on principal's role.

Elementary principals in Florida and Illinois

were selected and invited to participate in this study in

equal number from rural, urban, and central city public

school districts which had or did not have teachers'

collective negotiations during 1969-1972. Of 84 principals

proposed for this study, responses from 55 provided usable

data. K 60-item Q-sort was used to collect the data.

Discriminant function analysis showed that

responses to a set of four items formed an efficient system

that could classify accurately into two groups more than 75

percent of the principals according to whether they did or

did not have experience with teachers' collectively negotia-

ted contracts. Next, discriminant function analysis

indicated that responses to another set of three items

formed a system that could classify accurately into three

groups more than 65 percent of the principals according to

whether they worked in rural, urban, or central city school

districts. Further, discriminant function analysis

indicated that responses to a set of six items formed a

system that could classify accurately into two groups more



than 90 percent of the principals according to whether

they worked in Florida or in Illinois.

A factor analysis of Q-sort data was attempted,

but the small sample size resulted in the production of 23

factors which often contair id items that overlapped and the

combinations of items produced did not seem to have logical

content relationship with each other. The factor analysis

treatment of the data did not yield statistically useful

factors that would help to interpret the data. After view-

ing the data in a simple descriptive way, a decision to

employ discriminant function analysis was made with the

results summarized previously.

viii



CHAPTER I

THE DESIGN OP THE STUDY

Since 1961, the increased use of collective

negotiations between teachers and boards of education to

establish formal written agreements about matters such as

salaries, working conditions, and grievance procedures ha3

created confusion in the role of the principal— "the man

caught in the middle’ (37il). Edwards and Burnett observed

that, generally speaking, the principal's role in negotia-

tion has not been defined at the time of this study and that

principals find themselves "on the fence," coming under the

fire of teacher groups as well as boards of education

(llOll). Templeton has noted this role conflicti

Traditionally, the principal has acted both as the
representative of the board and the superintendent,
and as the spokesman for the teachers before the
superintendent and the board. With the increased
acceptance of the right of the teachers and their
chosen representatives to negotiate directly with
the board, the principal's dual function has been

In the light of such role change and
* —"irstandable that the principal's

challt,^,
conflict, it is

new function is nox ci<
legislation covering me
negotiations groups, tl
to define, or to define
principal

rship
in states
n collective
frequently fa

the place of t



schools within a snail geographical area such as a county,

Watson found' it difficult to generalise concerning the role

of the principal in collective negotiations (42:233). In

some states principals were separated from teaching person-

nel for purposes of collective negotiations. In other

states principals were admitted to membership in the local

teachers' organisation and were members of the bargaining

unit. In still other states principals were grouped with

teachers, however, they could establish their own organisa-

tion if they took independent action to do so. Such

diversity of approaches taken by the various states served

to indicate the rather ambiguous positions in which

principals may find themselves in the early 1970's stage

of the development of collective negotiations.

Through the process of collective negotiations,

shared control over policy formulation and administrative

decision making (29:150). Watson found:

of recent bargaining agreements
srs' organisations and boards of
» that increased power is being
ichors . Once begun, the passing
md control from other sources
icol to teachers may be expected

le decision centers of the organi-
iasic issue behind the orincipal's
sctive negotiations is how much final
lo be granted to teachers when imnor-
>al decisions are to be made (42:237).
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The role which the principal played in policy determination

and decision making was affected by collective negotiations

between teachers' organizations and boards of education. In

many oases the bargaining relationship, to some extent,

substituted centralized decision making for decentralized

decision making on the management side (42 1239).

In 1969. Anderson offered the principal three

alternatives for regaining the role in policy determination

he lost through direct teacher-board negotiations 1

(1) organize a separate bargaining unit, (2) adopt an

internal structure within the school system providing

representation for all administrators, or (3) combine the

above two alternatives. If principals elected to negotiate,

Anderson believed that they should not be represented by

the same group that spoke for teachers. He saw promise' in

the management team concept as principals, superintendents,

and boards realized their need for cooperative working

relationships in negotiations with teachers (5ill5). In a

1970 paper, Anderson discussed the management team as a

substitute for collective negotiations for principals

because he believed that effective working relationships

among administrators at various organizational levels were

best served by a management team approach that produced

greater job satisfaction (4il?6)

.

organizations and boards of education are seemingly



destined to be representative of the bargaining procedures

during the 1970s (4l). Thus, this investigation was under-

taken to discover how principals perceived the impact of

teachers’ collective negotiations or. their role a: principal.

Statement of the Problem

The problem of this study was to determine if

there were significant differences in the ways that selected

elementary school principals perceived their role, depending

upon whether they served as principals in public school

districts which had collectively negotiated teachers’

contracts during 1969-1972 or whether they served as

principals in public school districts which had no collec-

tively negotiated teachers' contracts during 1969-1971.

The perceptions of principals were focused on four aspects

of the role of principal 1 (1) knowledge and skills needed

by principal! (2) role as institutional head of a school!

(3) role in regard to collective negotiations for principal!

and (4) opinions about effects of collective negotiations

Delimitations and Limitations

This descriptive study generated data using the

Q-methodology as the research procedure and utilized a

modification of the Q-sort developed by Ted Urich's study

at Purdue University in 1970 (40 114-49) . Selected random
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samples of 42 Illinois elementary school principals and 42

Florida elementary school principals were contacted.

Twenty-one principals from each state who served as

principals in public school districts which had collectively

negotiated teachers' contracts during 1969-1972 and 21

principals from each state who served as principals in

public school districts which had no collectively negotiated

taachers' contracts during 1969-1972 comprised the sample

selected.

The limitations of a descriptive survey field

study apply to this study. Generalizations from the data

obtained for this study were restricted since it was limited

to small samples of elementary school principals in two

states who worked in public school districts either with or

without collectively negotiated teachers' contracts during

1969-1972.

Justification for the Study

During the decade of the 1960s, the process of

collective negotiations between teachers' organizations and

boards of education became established in many school

districts, so that by the latter half of the 1960s , books,

periodical literature, and pamphlets produced by a variety

of professional educational organizations often focused on

the topic of collective negotiations. However, the proper

place or designated niche of the public school principal



within the regular structure of a typical school distric

and similarly in the scope of collective negotiations

evolved into an unresolved dilemma during the 1960s and

remained so even in 1972 (41il). Within the past five y

there seemed to be interest among researchers and writer

of articles for professional journals to examine the imp

of collective negotiations by teachers with boards of

education on the principal's role. Collective negotiati

meant the loss of power by school principals and they

responded in a variety of ways. Watson analysed this

development

i

When teachers negotiate or bargain on issues such
as class sise, promotion, assignments, transfers,
discretion of the principal is curbed. .. .There is
little doubt that many principals resent the
curbing of their discretionary powers and. in
many cases, they are taking active steps to check

number of school systems that principals are
beginning to unite in special organisations as
a means of securing a stronger voice in decision
making....Certain principals feel that if they
remain calm and resolute, things will return to
"normal" • Some openly resist the changes and
vow they will never accept them, while others
have adopted a "wait and see" attitude. A few
perceive the developments as an opportunity to
expand their role and deal with the new demands...
the coming of collective negotiations or
bargaining does not mean that the management
function is any less significant or vital to the
organisation. It does, however, raise the
question of who will have the crucial function

administrative leadership ( 42 i239-241 )

.
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In Urioh's 1970 study of school personnel in

saw tho need for the position of principal in the organi-

prinoipal to identify with the current status of the

respondents (ho). A neutralisation of the role of principal

was agreeable to both teachers and district administrators.

Urich and Hewitt concluded that the school principal will

have to establish and sustain his job responsibility and

functions amidst a high degree of accountability rather than

to function as others think he ought to function. With

superintendents, in all but a few instances, delegating

direct negotiations to someone elsei the school district

lawyer, the business-manager, the assistant superintendent,

the hired negotiator, and/or the principal, the role of the

principal or middle management emerges as a critically

important position in educational collective negotiations

(4119-11) • Urich and Hewitt emphasized!

Someone has to implement the words of the contract.
Someone has to measure performance in the educational
sector. It is middle management. It can be no
other category (41il0).

There has been little field research to determine

how principals themselves perceive their roles as a result

of the impact of collective negotiations between teachers'

organizations and boards of education. This study attempted

to provide some current data about whether or not elementary
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2. Methods

The statistical null hypotheses tested at the .05

onfidenee level by discriminant stepwise^ed^Sio
1

eg

sriance. technique applied to the data collected from the

-sort of this study werei

1. The means of 60 Q-sort item scores for principals

working in districts having had teachers’ collec-

tive negotiations during 1969-1972 and principals

not having had teachers' collective negotiations

during 1969-1972 were not significantly different.

2. The means of the 60 Q-sort item scores for princi-

pals working in rural districts, urban districts,

or central city districts were not significantly

different from each other.

3. The means of the 60 Q-sort item scores for princi-

pals working in Florida and principals working in

Illinois were not significantly different.

Methodology

The primary data for this study were collected by

using a modification of a Q-sort developed by Ted Urich

(b0ilb-b9). Urich developed his Q-sort of 60 items by
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books, journals, and policy guidelines of the major educa-

tional organisations describing the soope and structure of

the collective negotiation process and the various roles of

the principal in collective negotiations. Q-methodology is

a technique for probing for multiple attitudes and percep-

tions of groups of people.

The sample contained 8b elementary school princi-

pals contacted who had been employed as principals since

1968 in the public school districts of Florida and Illinois.

Porty-two were selected from districts in each of Illinois

and Florida. Florida encountered a statewide teachers'

strike in February, 1966. Illinois encountered school

during the past five years. In 1972, neither state had

passed a collective negotiations statute regulating public

education employees.

population density were developed 1 central city school

district, urban school district, and rural school district.

A central city school district was defined as having a

population of 50,000 inhabitants or more living in an

incorporated place within the boundaries of the school

district. An urban school district was considered as being
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on the fringe area of a central city with incorporated

places containing 5.000 or more inhabitants. A rural school

district was classified as having incorporated places with

less than 5.000 inhabitants within the school district's

boundaries. Because Florida has county school systems and

Illinois has small district and dual school organizations as

well as county school systems, districts were matched on

comparable criteria. Information was provided by state

department officials in order to classify districts as

central city, urban, or rural.

At a meeting with the Executive Secretary of the

Florida Association of District School Superintendents, the

Inc. , and a Florida State Department of Education Consultant

in Tallahassee on March 30, 1973. the author received

designations of representative Florida school districts

according to size and status of collective negotiations.

These are listed in Table 1.

The Associate Superintendent of Public Instruction

for the State of Illinois, in a letter to the author received

on Kay 6, 1973, designated representative Illinois school

tions. These are listed in Table 2.

Principals from each of the districts were

assigned a number and the sample was obtained by drawings

from a table of random numbers. Seven principals were







selected randomly from each cell (see Table 4). These

principals wore sent a letter of invitation to participate

in the study and a postcard was provided so that they could

indicate whether or not they intended to participate in the

Half of the Florida sample of principals was

offered a summary of the study results for participating

and the other half was offered five dollars as a stipend for

their responses. All of the Illinois sample were offered

five dollars as a stipend for participating, due to the

lateness of the school year when they received their initial

invitations to participate in this study. This difference

in soliciting participation of principals in Florida and in

Illinois may confound the comparison of data by state

location of principals. It was interesting to note that an

offer of a stipend for participation generated a greater

postcard response (20 of 21) from principals in the Florida

sample than the offer of a study summary (11 of 21) for

participating in this study.

Instrumentation

According to mailed instructions, participating elementary

school principals were asked to sort the 60 attitudinal

statements on an approval-disapproval continuum having a

quasi-normal forced distribution, namely, 2, 3. 6, 11, 16,
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11» 5, 3, 2. The Q-sort was considered structured since

the items included were presumed to test theoretical

singular propositions regarding the principal's role either

during the process of collective negotiations or as a result

of the collective negotiations agreement. Copies of the

cover letters, Q-sort instructions, tally sheet, and Q-sort

item statements are shown in Appendices A and B.

Data Treatment

In an attempt to reduce the number of variables,

a factor analysis was completed. Due to the small total

sample size (55 principals returned usable Q-sorts), the

60 items were reduced to 23 variables which did not prove

statistically useful in interpreting the data. Next, the

data were subjected to stepwise discriminant analysis. "The

results of stepwise discriminant function analysis indicated

that responses to four items yielded significant multi-

variate F-ratios between principals who had experienced

teachers' collective negotiations and those who had not.

Further, the results of stepwise discriminant function

analysis indicated that responses to three other items

yielded significant multivariate F-ratios among principals

who worked in rural, urban, or central city size school

districts. Finally, the results of stepwise discriminant

function analysis indicated that responses to another six

items yielded significant multivariate F-ratios between



in 1X3principals working in Florida and those

Mans
,
standard deviations, and univariate ?-ratios for each

of the 60 items were reported according to principals group-

collective negotiations (see Table 0), principals grouped

in relation to the size of the school district where they

worked (see Table D), and principals grouped according to

work experience in Florida or Illinois (see Table 2).

Organization of the Study by Chanters

The study has been organized in the following

Chapter I The Design of the Study

Review of Related Literature and Research

Presentation of Data

Procedure Summary, Findings, Conclusions,
and Implications



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE AND RESEARCH

The review of related literature is organised

Discussion of principal's role and collective negotia-

A. Examination of the ambivalence of the principal's

B. Definition and discussion of the management team

concept

i

C. Futuristic predictions about the principal's role

and collective negotiations!

Discussion and critique of Q-Methodology i and

Summary of the review of related literature and research.

Principal's Role and Collective Negotiations

ivalence of Principal's Role

Urich and Hewitt revealed the conflicting expecta-

ns held concerning the principal's role in collective

otiation. They measured the amount of agreement among

al, urban, and central-city superintendents, principals,



and teacher

structure of the negotiation process ( 41 i6-11 ) . According

to their findings, administrators desired to limit teacher

organization involvement in the collective negotiation

process and saw the principal's role as a representative of

the board of education. Secondary school teachers believed

in strong teacher association involvement and did not feel

that the principal should be spokesman for the teachers'

organisation as well as for the board. Elementary school

teachers rejected teachers organisation militancy, considered

the principal to be a member of the teacher organisation,

and looked to him for leadership. Results indicated that

the principal must formulate a role for himself at the

collective negotiation table or be left out.

Cronin agreed that principals will be "odd men

out” in the bargaining processes between teacher groups and

local school boards unless mechanisms are developed to

strengthen the potential of principals in helping to shape

school policies (91123-127). Anderson identified the

isolation of principals from the bargaining process as a

serious mistake in judgment by superintendents and board

members in the collective bargaining process, resulting in

agreements principals found difficult to administer. In

many cases, communication was in one direction to the

principal (51IO6-II5). In their 1971 pamphlet Kersey and

George noted that many school principals suddenly found
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that their involvement was minimal in educational decision

making beyond the four walls of their schools (1916).

shy for a spot on the ma

so labor side because of

ted in 1968 that the pri

bargaining process (10>

sd that in some school d

nagemont team yet excluded

his managerial role, Cunning-

ncipal was frequently left out

62-65) • English and Zaharis

istricts, collective bargain-

ipal to the level of shop

foreman (12.1).

Goldhammer wrote the following observation in his

1971 study of elementary school principals.

Increasingly, the elementary school principal appears
to be isolated from involvement in group decision
making that affects his method of leadership and
determines the operating patterns within his school.
As school districts increase in size, the elementary
school principal becomes just one more subadministra-
tor. Policies for the allocation of resources, ine
employment of personnel, and the operating relation-

and centralised. The princioal, feeling it is essen-
tial that he be able to convey the needs of his school
to the central administration, is concerned that he
has little or no opportunity to participate in
districtwide decision-making processes. He deeply
resents being thought of as a "second-class” adminis-
trator and attributes much of his frustration as an
elementary school principal to this discriminatory

The elementary school principal is equally uneasy
about his relationship to his teaching staff. Hia
association with teachers, once close, has been
compromised by the growing intensity of teacher
militancy. Consequently, the principal must enforce
policies decided around the bargaining table, he
frequently has no voice in formulating these policies,
however, nor has he the opportunity to effectively
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appropriate negotiatin'; unit should be
of interest among the employees affect
negotiation Ill

sufficient commonality so •

be resolved internally or \

divisive that the group cat
cohseive unit vis-a-vis th<

should always be excluded and, if -

such persons the right to participate
at all, it should reo.uire that they fc
negotiating unit. The answer is basec
theory of class consciousness - that £

by hypothesis; in conflict with the re
employees whom they supervise. The dc

it' function as a single

' answer of the American
it firsy-line supervisors

ik-and-file*"

n that su
are inva

visors should always be
isory employees in a single
answer is predicated uoon the
ors and rank-and-file
bound together by the
profession". . .in point of

uomi an-inciusive negotiating units and units
excluding_ supervisors have functioned to the
satisfaction of management, first-line supervision,
and rank-and-fiie teachers in different school
districts. What counts is factual reality. .. .In
short, the statute should not close the door on
any arrangement which might be effective and mutually
acceptable, and should provide for the applic**-'--
of the same pragmatic ooi :|™ -* * *

(25>5).
f interest test

n 1970, Edward and Burnet

e principal's role as the

They presented argument

stressed the impor-

instruetional leader

for including the

principal on the teachers' negotiation team:

(a) Administrative and faculty concerns cannot
be separated rationally,

(b) coercive measures are less likely to be used
when the principal is allied with teachers,



and at _ the sate time democratizes the adm'in-

(d) involving principals assures that their major
education concerns will he considered, and

(e) teachers and principals are both agents of
the board of education ( 111 316)

.

Other writers saw the pressures of collective

negotiation pushing all administrators closer together.

Shannon observed in 1970 that all administrator roles were

changing and that the principal was becoming less a feudal

lord in his school and more a part of a management team.

Shannon believed the principal was a central figure in

collective negotiations, grievance procedures, and strikes,

because he was the administrator who must work most closely

with teachers after disputes were settled (33 i51-56).

Underwood held a similar view but noted a conflict

in 1969
_
<39 i^O) . He cited National Education Association

Research Division figures indicating that 72 percent of all

the school districts in one survey reported administrator

salaries were attached to teacher salary schedules. He

team approach that defined all administrators as part of the

superintendent's team. Underwood proposed that principals

and all other administrators be paid on a separate adminis-

trative schedule. This should result in a highly committed

and closely knit administrative staff that was financially

as well as ideologically bound to management.



In the past years many principals questioned the

professionalism of teachers' collective negotiations. In

1970, according to Lieberman, the issue was no longer whether

middle management (principals, assistant principals, super-

visors, and department chairmen with administrative functions

such as hiring) supported collective negotiation for teachers

(27il0). The issue was whether middle management, feeling

by-passed in teacher-board negotiations, would conduct its

own negotiations with the board. Lieberman noted, however,

that there were better methods of gaining recognition and

that board negotiating teams usually included capable

middle management people (27110-11).

In a 1969 report on administrator interest in

the management team ooncept, Anderson described the issues

as interpreted through the eyes of the principal, the super-

intendent, and the board of education. He offered the

principal three alternatives for regaining the role in policy

determination he lost through direct teacher-board negotia-

tions! (1) organise a separate bargaining group, (2) adopt

an internal structure within the school system providing

representation for all administrators, and (3) combine the

above two alternatives. If principals chose to negotiate,

Anderson felt they should not be represented by the same

group that spoke for the teachers. He saw promise in the



boards realised

concept as principals, superintendent, and

their need for cooperative working relation-

ships with teachers (5ilO?-115).

In the following year of 1970, Anderson again

discussed the management team as a substitute for collective

negotiation for principals (4il69-l?6). Recognizing that

principals were aware of the great power and financial

progress . teachers gained through collective negotiation, he

understood the appeal of such results to administrators.

However, he believed that the limitations of collective

negotiation produced long-term disadvantages to working

relationships among administrators. Kersey and George

concluded similarly

i

In some districts, administrators have sought a voice
in policy formulation solely through collective
bargaining procedures similar to those adopted by
teachers' organisations. This procedure has usually
depended on forcing appropriate recognition of
principals through a position of strength. This
approach, used in isolation, could foster attitudes
that are counter-productive when advice from
principals and other administrators is needed to
improve internal administrative conditions ( 19 tl0).

Such effective working relationships were best served by a

management team approach that produced greater job satis-

faction. In implementing a management concept, Anderson

emphasised two factors as crucial

i

( 1 ) the acceptance by the superintendent of the
desirability of involving all subadministrators
in administrative planning and in policy formu-
lation; and (2 ) the adoption of a formal structure
which assures a system of open communication with
all administrators <b;175 ).
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Certainly the organizational atmosphere must he one
that is open, allowing for a free exchange of ideas.
Decision making musx be participator;/ for boards
and teacher groups allowing for alternative
solutions to educational problems (302).

Futuristic Predictions about Principal's Role and

Like Ambrosie, Southworth found the analogy of

principal and teachers to management and labor to be com-

pletely untenable. It was an attempt to make it tenable

that added to the already complicated relationship existing

between principals and teachers (3<M136). Southworth pro-

jected an optimistic prediction of the elementary school

principalship of 1980. Its features included!

The principal will recognize, and work on The basis

the teachers in his building. First, all teachers of
the building are primarily teachers of the district....
Second, teachers of the building form a group, with
their principal, to nurture the development of the
children of the building! and as this group, develop
loyalties to the group, and to the principal.. . .By
I960, principals will have learned to live easily
with contracts drawn between boards and teachers....
By 1980 satisfactory relationships among school
people will have developed to the point where an
easy relationship will exist, based on each group's
knowing its role and participating in that role....
To the principal of that time, group participation
will be the basis on which he makes most of his
decisions...the teachers will demand to know what
the principal does, and why he does what he doesi

principal. .. .What they will demand, via the negotiaxions
route, is clear role definitions ana role function-
ing....While more will be demanded of the principal
in the area of professional leadership, he will have
the compensation of additional salary, more clearly
defined role responsibilities, and a relationship
with his staff that is grounded in agreements
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total of approximately 36 states having such

cals def

whether principals should be identified as manage-

affirmatively by state negotiation agencies' ruli

based on the "community of interest" doctrine whi

holds that the nature of duties and responsibili-

ties assigned to principals and other administrat-

and supervisors identifies them as managers.

Large school system boards of education are

expected to resist the trend of middle managers

joining together in administrative and supervisory

units for bargaining purposes, however, the

decision concerning recognition procedures for

these groups will be made by state level employee-

relations governing bodies.

Small school systems will strengthen "meet and

confer" procedures for middle managers . More

structured "meet and confer" procedures to gain

professional and welfare goals will be sought by

middle managers in small school systems where

malized bargaining is infeasible.

Backup from state and national principal's or.-

zations . State and national principal associ:

for-
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will provide backup support and inservice resources

for principals to engage in collective negotiations

6. Ko alienation between top and middle managers .

Although adversary behavior across the bargaining

table is appropriate for collective negotiation

between top and middle management, adversary

behavior need not be pursued in other operational

relationships between top and middle management.

Both groups will resist such alienation.

There is a strong probability that all groups in

the management component will join together ir. a

collaborative relationship, perhaps in a confeder-

ation of managers. This will be at all levels

i

national, state, and local. Collective negotiation

need not and should not invalidate overall colla-

borative relationships and work relationships (31).

In 1971, Lieberman suggested that it may be that

unless and until federal legislation brings about a more

consistent approach to the role of middle management,

especially principals and supervisors, that there will be

no definitive resolution of the negotiations issues pertain-

ing to them (26i215). The Advisory Commission on Labor

Relations held in Washington, D. C. in 1971 concluded!
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The Commission believes, however, that supervisory
and managerial personnel should enjoy certain basic
organizational rights. They should be permitted to

does not include rank-and-file employees on its
membership roster. They or their representatives

with their employer's agent for the purpose of
consultation in connection with the terms and
conditions of employment or on such other matters
as may be determined by the agency head. Yet,
regardless of their top or middle echelon status,
because they are still members of the management
team, supervisors or their representatives should
not participate in formal discussions, nor should
they be parties to memoranda of understanding with
the employer (li 59-60).

The uncertainty about their future role as middle

managers extended beyond education to industry and business

as well. Koval reported in a newspaper summary of the 1972

HEW report titled, “Work in America," that one out of three

middle managers today indicated some willingness to join a

Middle managers perceive that they lack influence
on organisation decision making, yet they must
implement company policy - and often without sufficient
authority or resources to effectively carry it out

Ehrlic'n, formerly President of the Philadelphia Principals

The combination of accountability with authority
is really the key. To have the authority to do
something, rightfully makes you accountable, but
without the authority it's very difficult to be
held accountable (2s2?).

Goldhammer found in his 1971 study that numerous

elementary school principals believed that their role and

responsibilities in the future will be determined by the
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outcome of negotiations between teachers and school admin-

istrators. Interviews revealed that many elementary school

principals were uncertain of what the outcome of the teacher-

administrator negotiations will be and they were unsure of

what their primary responsibilities will be in ten years.

Most would prefer to remain an instructional leader in their

schools! few would prefer being delegated managerial respon-

sibilities (15il52-153).

In a letter dated July 18. 1973. from a consul-

tant of the Florida Elementary School Principals Association

to the author, a survey of elementary school principals in

Florida undertaken during the 1972-73 school year indicated

that more than two-thirds of the principals (211 of 317)

preferred a proposed organizational pattern in which there

would be a merger of all administrative and supervisory

groups within the state to form an independent organization.

This would sever ties with the Florida Educational Associa-

tion and National Education Association at the conclusion

of the feasibility study with each group maintaining its

identity, but being served by a central secretariat (see

Table 3). The data in Table 3 indicated that elementary

principals in Florida preferred to maintain independent

professional status as a group while maintaining a collabora-

tive identification with other administrative groups through

the designation of a central secretariat.
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William Stephenson (35) used Q-methodology as a

general term to label the groups of psychometric and statis-

tical procedures he developed. These procedures included

the sorting of statements, phrases, or terms and the corre-

lations among responses of different sorters to the Q-sort

items. Q-technique is a sophisticated form of rank-ordering

of items with the assignment of numerical values or weights

to sub-sets of the items for statistical purposes.

Kerlinger (22) differentiated Q-sorts as being

either structured or unstructured. The method used for

selecting items to be included in the Q-sort determined its

classification. An unstructured Q-sort is composed of items

that have been assembled without specific regard to factors

underlying the items. Since all of the statements presumably

deal with a single broad variable, the items comprise a

homogeneous population. On the other hand, a structured

Q-sort contains the theory to be tested in its very con-

struction since the items selected purposely reflect the

underlying factors as determined by pilot testing and factor

analysis. There is no random selection of items in a

structured Q-sort. The Q-sort instrument of this study was

presumed to be categorized as structured since it was a

modification of Urich's structured Q-sort (ftO).

According to Stephenson (35), the simplest way of

devising a Q-sort was to define a domain of intended coverage



for including such items originally. Q-sorts for a parti-

cular domain would be functions of the investigators

involved rather than a standardized combination of items

which investigators could agree truly represented a given

domain. Regardless of this criticism, many users of the

Q-sort have used this method.

Stephenson (35) suggested that a second method

of designing a Q-sort involved setting initially the oper-

ational specifications of the domain being investigated. As

defined by some operational criterion, all statements

which comprise the specific domain are selected. Proa this

usually large and cumbersome batch of items, samples of

items are drawn strictly at random to form the Q-sort

instrument. Hilden (20) used this Q-sort design method in

hi3 research.

Block (6) again was critical of this method of

item selection, for he pointed out that such a method

be an authentic replication of the abstractly defined domain.

Balanced representation among items is not guaranteed and the

possibilities for redundancies or omissions of certain por-

tions of the domain pose threats to the validity of the

resulting Q-sorts.



The :turod” Q-i building

of a Q-sort instrument was a third method proposed by

Stephenson (35). First, the concepts to be examined by the

Q-method are identified and then the Q-items are written in

such a way that analysis of variance designs are incorporated

in their verbal contents. A full range of statements that

represented the whole spectrum of the domain being investi-

gated would be included in the structured Q-sort. Stephenson

(35) believed that this method would produce Q-sort results

which upon analysis would bear upon the interactions of the

independent variables. Such a design, in which the number

of items required for the various sections of the Q-sort

instrument were stated in the design plan and the nature of

the items were specified prior to search and selection,

enabled an investigator to minimize the danger of undue

weighting of unknown factors which was a potential weakness

of unstructured Q-sort designs.

31ock (6) was skeptical that this procedure for

constructing a Q-sort would achieve what Stephenson purported

it would. Block questioned the item search and item assign-

ment. He asked for an explanation of appropriate criteria

assignment to specific concepts within the domain of study.

31ock concluded that Stephenson failed to demonstrate that

this method for selecting Q-items was effective. In their

195^ review of Stephenson's boosk, Cronbach and Gleser (8)
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However, Livson and Nichols (23) in 1956 proposed

that the forced sort insured statistical comparability of

data since all sortings conformed, to the sane distribution

and thus had the same mean and the same variance which there-

by permitted the usual computational operations.

Kerlinger (22) listed many advantages and strengths

of the Q-method in his 1969 book. He viewed the Q-sort's

close affinity to theory as one of its main strengths. 3y

definition, the structured Q-sort is linked to theory-testing.

Kerlinger further maintained that an investigator can use

the Q-method to assess sensitively attitudinal changes of

single individuals by using analysis of variance and factor

analysis of the data of structured Q-sorts. Although

structured Q-sorts have not been used extensively in educa-

tional studies, Q-methodology could be used to develop

theory through testing and refining based upon current data

collection. Finally Kerlinger observed that many people

seem to enjoy sorting Q-items. Sorters find the task to be

interesting because the method is realistic and challenging.

Q-sort methodology has been used successfully by

educational researchers. Kirby (23), in working with school

administrators, and Carmichael (?), in working with teachers,

performed research in education by using the Q-sort method.

criticism based upon statistical grounds. Sundland (36),

Cronbach and Gleser (8), and Jones (21), have provided the

most notable criticisms.



Guortin and Bailey (17), Kerlinger (22), Prachter

(14), Stephenson (35), Block (6), Pox (13), and others have

suggested various statistical procedures for the analysis of

Q-data. these procedures range from the simple suggestion

of comparing item placements by visual examination of the

locations of the items on the continuum ("eyeballing the

data") to the use of complex computer programs to factor

Q-methodology is controversial. It has been both

praised and criticised. Probably the method is not as power-

ful and encompassing as some have claimed it to be nor is

it as weak and defective as some critics have described it.

Although it has limitations, the Q-sort can be a flexible

and useful tool for the educational researcher ( 35 ),

The introduction on direct teacher-school board

collective negotiation confused the role of the prinoipal

in the negotiation process. Previously the chief represen-

tative of both the board and the teachers, the principal

became an optional participant in the new negotiations.

Often by-passed by the superintendents and boards, as well

as by teachers, principals had to choose (where legislative

statutes permitted) to join either the teacher or the

superintendent-board team. Although some principals

preferred to define themselves as "instructional leaders"



and included themselves with teachers, more often they were

covered in the definition of management Sorrowed from labor

bargaining. The trend in the current literature is to

accept the principal as a part of management and to view

him in an active role on a management team (37 >5).

William S. Stephenson has been given credit for

devising the Q-sort method of data collection. This method

centers around a forced sorting and ranking of related items

(statements, phrases, or words) into a specified frequency

distribution. The Q-sort, as devised by Stephenson and

reported in his book in 1953 (35). was used for collecting

individualised data to be processed by the Q-technique, a

factor analytic procedure making use of correlations between

test items rather than individuals. Since then, the Q-sort

method has been used in various ways, some making use of

Stephenson's factor analytic Q-technique and some making use



CHAPTER III

PRESENTATION OP DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to report the

procedure used in the collection and analysis of the Q-sort

data for this study. Results of stepwise discriminant

analyses are reported. Most of the null hypotheses are

accepted and several null hypotheses are rejected. A

discussion of the relationships of the findings will follow

in Chapter IV.

Collection of Data

As noted in Chapter I, the principals were

selected on a random basis from the school districts in

Florida and Illinois that had been identified by state

officials (see Tables 1 and 2) according to the status of

teachers' collective negotiations and size of school

districts. Seven elementary school principals from each

category were invited to participate. Sixty-five principals

Q-sort materials. Follow-up phone calls and letters result-

ed in the final total of 55 usable Q-sort responses being

used as the data treated in this study. The distribution

of the principals responding by states, negotiation status,

and school district size characteristics is shown in Table k.
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The collection ci data occurred during the months

of April-July, 1973. Several principals who declined to

participate mentioned that their end-of-the-school-year tasks

prevented their involvement. Ten principals who indicated

they would participate and received follow-up correspondence

by phone and letter did not return their Q-sort responses.

Limitations of time and money prevented the researcher from

expanding the study to include a larger sample size.

Analysis of Data

The following steps were undertaken in treating

1. A factor analysis was performed.

2. A simple data description was made. The mean,

minimum score, maximum score, and range for each

3. A stepwise discriminant analysis was performed on

the data grouped according to principals with or

ience. Next, the data was grouped according to

principals who worked in rural, urban, or central

city size school districts. Then, the data was

grouped according to principals who worked in

Florida or in Illinois.

The factor analysis computer program (SMDX?2, Dixon,)
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3. A review of the 23 facte
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i judgment that the f-._tor analysi

siently useful constructs to aid i

Next, a simple data description program (BMD01D,

Dixon,) was computed. Fourteen of the 60 items had a range

of scores of three or four points, indicating that some

items tended to be ranked similarly by elementary school

principals, whereas 12 items had a range of scores of seven

or eight points indicating a wide divergence of opinion

among principals (see Table 5).

The question became 1 Can the variability in item

scores be related to the independent variables ofi (1)

experience or lack of experience with teachers' collective

negotiations by a principal, (2) the size of the school

district where the principal worked, or (3) the state where

the principal was employed? Stepwise discriminant analyses

(BMD07M, Dixon,) of the data produced three subgroups of

items useful in classifying group membership of principals

in significant percentages, according to status of teachers'

collective negotiations, size of the school district where

they worked, and the state where they were employed. The

means, standard deviations, and univariate F-ratios for
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teachers' collective negotiations are shorn in Appendix C.

The r,eans, standard deviations, and univariate ?-ratios for

Q-sort items by principals grouped according to size of the

school district where they worked are shown in Appendix D.

The means, standard deviations, and univariate F-ratios for

Q-sort items by principals according to state location are

shown in Appendix E.

Results of Discriminant Analysis

The results of the discriminant function analysis

indicated that four items of the Q-sort were used to develop

the most efficient system for identifying principals with or

without teachers' collective negotiations. In the total

sample of 55, there were 26 principals who had experience

with teachers' collective negotiations and 29 principals who

had no such experience. Scores on items #28, #30, #33. and

#43 identified 20 of 26 principals who experienced teachers'

collective negotiations and 22 of 29 principals who had not.

The items that discriminated werei

#28. The principal should be the one who is primarily

responsible for actually expressing the demands

of teachers to the school board.

#33. Although principals are members of teachers' organ-

ization, they should be able to meet separately

with the school board to determine their salaries.



#43. staff meetings should be uses for administrative

#30. The principal should have an understanding of

pressure groups and be able to cope successfully

The mean scores of the items that discriminated

between principals who had experience with teachers' collec-

tive negotiations and those who had not are shown in Table 6.

TABLE 6

KEANS FOR FOUR DISCRIMINANT ITEMS i NEGOTIATION STATUS

Negotiation No Negotiation Grand
Item Number Group Kean Group Mean Mean

28 7.27 6.10 6.64

33 4.73 5.45 5.11

43 5.96 5.34 5.64

30 4.19 3.72 3-95

1 234 5 6 789
Most Agree Neutral Most Disagree

The significant multivariate F-ratio for each of

four stepwise discriminant functions with degrees of freedom

and significant F-scores at the .01 level indicated are

shown in Table 7.
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TA3LE 7

F-RATIOS FOR FOUR DISCRIMINANT ITEMS i NEGOTIATION STATUS

Step Item Numbe

i* 30/28, 33,

t the .01 level.

The classification of sample principals after four

stepwise discriminant functions have been performed into

groups who had experienced collective negotiations and

TABLE 8

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES INTO GROUP I

NEGOTIATIONS OR NO NEGOTIATIONS

Number of Cases Classified Into Group

Group Negotiations No Negotiations

Negotiations 20 6

No Negotiatic 22



The most efficient system for identifying

principals according to the site of the school district in

which they worked involved their responses to throe items of

the a-sort as indicated from a discriminant function

analysis. In the total sample of 55. there were 16 princi-

pals from rural districts, 18 principals from urban districts,

and 21 principals from central city districts. Scores on

items #lb, #20, and #31 identified 11 of 16 rural principals,

11 of 19 urban principals, and lb of 21 oentral city princi-

pals (see Table 11).

The items that discriminated were.

#lb. The principal should recognize the importance in

establishing and maintaining a sound public

#31. Generally problems between teachers and principals

result from organizational rules and regulations.

#20. During negotiation process, the principal should

represent the board of education during all

phases

.

among principals who worked in rural, urban, or central

city school districts are shown in Table 9.

The significant multivariate P-ratio for each of

four stepwise discriminant functions with degrees of freedom

ar.d significant F-scores at the .05 level indicated are

shown in Table 10.
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TA3LE 9

KEANS FOR THREE DISCRIMINANT ITEMS » DISTRICT SIZE

Item Number Rural Urban Central City Grand Mean

lb 3.75 2-89 2.81 3-11

31 5.50 5.00 6.1b 5-58

20 7.06 6.78 6.1b 6.61

1 2 3 ^5 6 7 8 9

Most Agree Neutral Most Disagree

TABLE 10

F-RATIOS FOR THREE DISCRIMINANT ITEMS 1 DISTRICT SIZE

Multivariate Degrees of Distribution of
Step Item Number F-ratio Freedom F-score (.05 level'

1 lb 5.05* 2, 52 3.18

2 31/lb 5.10* b, 102 2.b9

3 20/lb, 31 b.79* 6, 100 2.21

* Significant at the .05 level.

The classification of sample principals after

three stepwise discriminant functions have been performed into

groups of rural, urban, or central city school district

in Table 11.
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there were 34 principals from Florida and 21 from Illinois.

Scores on items #3. #12. #16 , #17, #49, and #57 identified

31 of 34 Florida principals and 19 of 21 Illinois principals

(see Table 15 ).

The items that discriminated werei

#16. Inclusion of principals in the teachers' organiza-

tion should weaken severely the organisation's

ability to provide protection for teachers.

#17. The principal should be skilled in preparing and

implementing the school budget.

#12. During the negotiation process, the principal

should act as a representative for the teachers

'

organization.

#57. All matters that relate to the educational

program should be considered negotiable by the

# 3. During the negotiation process, the principal

should refrain from taking part in negotiation,

leaving negotiations to the board of education

and to the teachers' organization.

#49. Principals should shield and buffer their teachers

from the central office and the board.

The mean scores for the items that discriminated

between principals who worked in Florida and those who

worked in Illinois are shown in Table 13.
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TABLE 13

KEANS FOR SIX DISCRIMINANT ITEMS . STATE LOCATION

Item Number Florida Illinois Grand Kean

16 6.68 5.10 6.0?

17 3.4? 4.62 3.84

12 6.44 7.67 6.91

57 5.06 6.10 5.45

3 6.03 5.61 5.95

**9 5.74 5.95 5.32

The significant multivariate F-ratio for each of

six stepwise determinant functions with degrees of freedom

and significant F-scores at the .01 level indicated are

shown in Table 14.

The classification of sample principals after six

stepwise discriminant functions have been performed into

groups of Florida principals or Illinois principals are

shown in Table 15

.
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P-RATIOS FOR SIX DISCRIMINANT ITEMS* STATE LOCATION

Multivariate Degrees of Distribution of
Step Item Number P-ratio Freedom F-scores (.01 level)

1 16 24.11** 1, 53 7.31

2 17/16 21.78* 2, 52 5.18

3 12/16, 17 18.66* 3, 51 4.31

4 57/16, 17. 16.59* 4, 5° 3.83

5 3/16, 17 14.62* 5. 49 3.51
12, 57

6 49/16, 17 14.21* 6, 48 3.29
12, 57, 3

* Significant at the .01 level.

TABLE 15

CLASSIFICATION OF CASES INTO GROUP 1 FLORIDA OR ILLINOIS

Number of Cases Classified Into Group

Group Florida Illinois

Florida 31 3

Illinois 2 19
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Acceptance or Selection of Soil Hypotheses

When the statistical null hypotheses were tested

at the .05 confidence level by diccrir.

for principals according to whether or not they had experience

with teachers' collective negotiations during 1969-1972,

it was found that 56 of the means for the 60 Q-sort items

were not significantly different and the null hypotheses for

56 means were accepted. The means of only four items,

namely, #28, #33, #43. and #30, were significantly different

and discriminated even at the .01 confidence level between

75 percent of the principals with or without experience in

teachers’ collective negotiations. The null hypotheses for

items #28, #33, #43, and #30 were rejected.

When the statistical null hypotheses were tested

at the .05 confidence level by discriminant stepwise analysis

for principals according to whether they worked in central

city, urban, or rural districts, it was found that 58 of the

means for the 60 Q-sort items did not have significant

univariate’ F-ratios and the null hypotheses for these 58

means were accepted. The means of items #14 and #31 were

significantly different and when joined with responses to

item #20 (significant multivariate F-ratio only) formed a

system which discriminated among 65 percent of the principals

according to the size of the district where they worked. The

null hypotheses for items #ld and #31 were rejected.



at the .05 confidence level by discriminant stepwise analysis

for principals accord ins to whether they worked in ?lorida

or in Illinois, it was found that 45 of the means for the

60 Q-sort items were not significantly different and the

null hypothesis for 45 means were accepted (see Appendix £).

The means of items #16, #1?, #12, and #57 were significantly

different and when joined with responses to items #3 and

#49 (significant multivariate ?-ratios only) formed a system

which discriminated between 90 percent of the principals

The null hypotheses for items #16, #17, #12. and #57 were

rejected. Other items which had significant univariate

F-ratios resulting in the rejection of their null hypotheses

were #13, #18. #19, #23, #24, #28, #29. #36. #41, #51. and

#53.

A factor analysis of the 60-item Q-sort was per-

formed and resulted in the judgment that it did not provide

sufficiently useful constructs to aid in interpreting the

data. Twenty-three factors with overlapping of items were

produced.

A simple data description resulted in 14 items

having a narrow range of three or four points and 12 items

having a range of seven or eight points.
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inant analyses were performed, it was

found that some of the variation in responses among princi-

pals was related to the state where they worked, followed

by small amounts of variation being related to negotiation

status and district size. Fifteen of 60 items had signifi-

cant univariate F-ratios that indicated significantly

different mean scores between principals who worked in

Florida and principals who worked in Illinois. Only four

of 60 items had significant univariate F-ratios that indi-

cated significantly different mean scores between principals

who had experienced teachers' collective negotiations and

those who had not. Only two of 60 items had significant

univariate F-ratios that indicated significantly different

mean scores among principals who worked in central city,

urban, or rural school districts.

When stepwise discriminant analyses were performed,

it was found that principals could more accurately be classi-

fied by state, followed by negotiation status and district

Responses to a set of six items classified accurate-

ly 90 percent of the principals according to whether they

worked in Florida or in Illinois. Responses to a set of four

items grouped correctly 75 percent of the principals accord-

ing to whether or not they had experience with teachers'

collective negotiations. Responses to a set of three items

classified correctly 65 percent of the principals according

to the size of the district where they worked.



CHAPTER I

V

DISCUSSION OP DATA

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the

relationships of the findings reported in Chapter 111. Step-

wise discriminant function analysis was the statistical

technique which provided the most meaningful treatment of

the Q-sort data. It combines the results of a whole series

of measurements in such a way as to optimally predict to

which one of several groups or classes of people an indivi-

dual ease belongs. Three different analyses were performed

and all three provided significant multivariate discrimina-

Discriminant Analysis i Negotiation Status

The results of the discriminant function analysis

indicated that four items of the Q-sort developed the most

efficient system for identifying principals with or without

teachers' collective negotiations. In the total sample of

55. there were 26 principals who had experience with teach-

ers' collective negotiations and 29 principals who had no

such experience. Scores on items #28, #30, #33, and m
identified 20 of 26 principals who experienced teachers'

collective negotiations and 22 of 29 principals who had not.

- 58 -
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Principals who experienced teachers' collective

negotiations agreed more than principals without such

bers of teachers' organization, they should be able to meet

separately with the school board to determine their salaries.

This finding tended to substantiate that teachers' collec-

tive negotiations reduces the group membership identification

of the principal with teachers in matters of professional

salary and welfare benefits. Principals with teachers'

collective negotiations experience were more apt to seek a

separate group identification in matters of personal benefits.

Principals with experience in teachers' collective

negotiations disagreed more strongly than principals without

such experience with item #28 that the principal should be

the one who is primarily responsible for actually expressing

the demands of teachers to the school board. This finding

should be expected since principals in districts without

teachers' collective negotiations are usually viewed as

being charged with the responsibility for communioating the

demands of teachers to the superintendent or school board.

A major function of teachers' collective negotiations is

teachers concerning their demands and by-passing both the

principal and district administration as either spokesmen

school
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collective negotiations agreed core than principals with

such experience with iter, #4; that staff meetings should be

used for administrative matters. Shis finding should be

expected since principals who have no teachers* contract

specifying working eonditior.3 generally have a wide latitude

of discretion in scheduling the nature and number of staff

meetings. Principals who experienced teachers' negotiated

contracts generally find limitations placed upon them in

terms of the number, duration, and nature of the matters

that can be discussed at staff meetings. Generally, princi-

pals who work with negotiated teachers' contracts develop

or oral announcements, for handling administrative natters

and reserve staff meetings for discussion of such matters as

curriculum, public relations, or in-service education

Principals without experience in teachers' collec-

tive negotiations agreed more than principals with such

experience with item #30 that the principal should have an

understanding of pressure groups and be able to cope

successfully with such groups. This finding was not antici-

pated in advance by the researcher. Upon reflection, it

appeared that a plausible explanation could be that formal-

ization of teachers' demands through collective negotiations

clarified teachers' concerns for the principal and the
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pressures exerted by teachers were felt less by principals

who worked with a teachers’ negotiated contract because their

respective roles and relationships were specified in a

written document. Che principal's discretionary

was limited to a narrower field of concern that was delineat-

ed for both parties with a stated grievance procedure to

resolve differences of interpretation. Written agreements

which state expectations and acceptable behavior by both

parties give greater security to eachi whereas lacking such

a statement, principals without a teachers' negotiated con-

tract may tend to feel greater need for coping successfully

with demands by teachers.

Discriminant Analysis. District Size

The most efficient system for identifying princi-

pals according to the size of the school districts in which

they worked involved their responses to three items of tha

Q-sort resulting from a discriminant function analysis. In

the total sample of 55. there were 16 principals from rural

districts, 18 principals from urban districts, and 21

principals from central eity districts. Scores on items

#14, #20, and #31 identified 11 of 16 rural principals, 11

of 19 urban principals, and 14 of 21 central oity principals.

More central city principals than urban or rural

principals and more urban principals than rural principals

agreed with item #14 that the principal should recognize the



inportar.ee of establishing and maintaining a sound public

relations program, Th is finding should be expected since

a public relations function is often spelled out in a job

role description of the principal in central city and urban

school districts. In larger school districts principals

often feel that an evaluation of their effectiveness by

their superiors depends upon the degree to which they can

get along harmoniously with the public which their schools

serve. Public relations tend to be taken for granted by

rural principals since personal relationships are viewed

often as an implicit, natural part of the job which usually

does not require formal program planning and specifications

of activities.

Principals in the order of central city, rural,

and urban disagreed with item #31 that generally problems

between teachers and principals result from organisational

rules and regulations. This finding should be expected

since principals from the central city school districts

often have a greater volume of bureaucratic rules and

regulations which govern their respective behaviors.

Generally, the more specification of rules and regulations,

the less discretion and cause for misunderstanding to result

between principals and teachers. It is difficult to explain

why rural principals tended to disagree and urban principals

tended to be neutral toward this statement, except to suggest

that rural principals may have believed that organisational



rules and regulations were not the chief cause generally of

problems between teachers and principal.

Principals in the order of rural, urban, ar.d

central city disagreed with item #20 that during negotiation

process, the principal should represent the board of educa-

tion during all phases. Shis finding should be expected

since generally rural principals tend to be identified as

the teachers' spokesman and representative of the profess-

ional teaching group rather than as spokesman for the lay

board of education which usually is the role of the rural

superintendent of schools. Central city principals often

are separated from teachers' organisations for purposes of

collective negotiations and form an advisory group to the

board in preparation for teaohers' negotiations and may

form a middle management group that represents its own

Discriminant Analysis! State Location

The most efficient system for identifying princi-

pals according to the state location where they worked

involved their responses to six items of the Q-sort resulting

from a discriminant function analysis. In the total sample

Of 55. there were principals from Plorida and 21 principals

from Illinois. Scores on items #16, #17, #12, #57, #3, and

#49 identified 31 principals from Plorida and 19 principals

from Illinois.



than principals from Illinois with item #16 that inclusion

of principals in the teachers' organization should weaken

severely the organization's ability to provide protection

for teachers. This finding in combination with item #49

that Florida principals accepted to a greater degree than

Illinois principals that principals should shield and buffet

their teachers from the central office and the board tended

to indicate that Florida principals believed that a protec-

tive role toward their teachers was more fitting and proper

than Illinois principals did. A possible cause for this

greater feeling of working protectively for their teachers

by Florida principals was the landmark of the statewide

teachers' strike in I960 when many teachers and principals

stood together and bore the impact of negative public

reaction to this event. Some principals and teachers lost

their positions and generally the resulting board action

received by striking teachers and sympathetic principals

was similar. A willingness to defend their teachers was

more characteristic of the Florida principals' sample than

Illinois principals.

Principals from Florida agreed more strongly

than principals from Illinois with item #17 that the princi-

pal should be skilled in preparing and implementing the

school budget. This finding may be related to the function

of district size that Florida principals



opportunities to prepare and operate school budgets than

Illinois principals generally do. Florida has a total of

6? county school districts, the smallest of which is larger

than many of Illinois' nearly 1500 public school districts.

Budget preparation for each school may be done by many

Illinois school superintendents unassisted by their princi-

pals. However, decentralization of budget preparation and

delegation of aspects of this task by county superintendents

to Florida principals becomes more necessary due to the size

and number of schools contained in most Florida county

school districts. Being able to exercise the skill of

budget preparation and implementation permits a principal

to exercise a managerial function that enhances accountabiii-:

and responsibility for fulfillment of institutional goals.

Principals from Illinois disagreed more than

principals from Florida with item #12 that during the

negotiation process, the principal should act as a repre-

sentative for the teachers' organization. This finding was

consistent with other discriminant items in this analysis

that indicated Illinois principals did not identify with

teachers' organizational goals in the negotiation process

as much as Florida principals did. Perhaps the trend shown

by Illinois principals in their responses to item #12

should be viewed with item #57.

Principals from Illinois disagreed more than

principals from Florida with item #57 that all matters that
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relate to the educational program should he considered

negotiable by the school board and teaehers' organization.

Illinois principals were none adamant than Florida principals

the items that should be considered negotiable by the school

board and teachers' organisation. It would appear that

Illinois principals felt more threatened by leaving an

"open field” for negotiations by school boards and teachers'

organizations. Since more Illinois school boards often

were inexperienced in the process of collective negotiations,

Illinois principals may have feared the advances gained by

teachers' organizations were at the expense of their prerog-

atives being bargained away. Florida principals appeared

to feel more relaxed about the outcomes of collective

negotiations than Illinois principals did.

Principals from Florida disagreed more than

principals from Illinois with item #3 that during the

negotiation process, the principal should refrain from

taking part in negotiation, leaving negotiations to the

board of education and to the teachers' organization.

Florida principals appeared to desire more of an active

participatory role in collective negotiations than Illinois

principals. This response in combination with item #57

discussed previously in which Florida principals tended

toward neutrality in regard to the scope of negotiable items

may indicate more faith and optimism in the outcome of the

collective negotiations process.



Principals from Illinois disagreed more than

principals from Florida with item #49 that principals should

the board. Combined with the responses to items #16, #12,

.#57, and #3. Florida principals in this sample seemed to

possess the following characteristics in contrast to Illinois

1. Florida principals tended to feel more protective

of their teachers in terms of demands upon teachers

made by the educational hierarchy

i

2. Florida principals tended to be neutral about

whether or not they as principals posed any threat

3. Florida principals tended to be neutral and C".- -
.

considering what the desirable scope of negotiable

items should be between teachers* organisations and

school boards;

4. Florida principals tended to feel that the principal

should be involved actively in some role during the

5. Florida principals tended to disagree less vigorously

with the idea that principals should act as a



Although the mean scores on the Q-sort items

produced few significant F-ratios, the three discriminant

analyses indicated that various principal groups could be

classified with better than chance accuracy by their

The discriminant analysis based on principals

experienced with teachers' negotiations produced the follow-

ing results

i

1. Principals who experienced teachers' collective

negotiations agreed more strongly than principals

who had not that although principals are members

of teachers' organization, they should be able to

2. Principals with experience in teachers' collective

negotiations disagreed more strongly than principals

without such experience that the principal should

be the one who is primarily responsible for

actually expressing the demands of teachers to the

school board.

3. Principals without experience in teachers' collec-

tive negotiations agreed more strongly than princi-

pals who had such experience thati

a. Staff meetings should be used for administrative



pressure groups and be able to cope success-

fully with such groups.

where principals worked produced the following resultsi

1. ."ore central -1 urban or rural

principals and more urban principals than rural

principals agreed that the principal should recog-

nise the importance of establishing and maintaining

a sound public relations program.

2. More central city principals than urban or rural

principals and more rural than urban principals

disagreed strongly that generally problems between

teachers and principals result from organisational

rules and regulations.

3. More rural principals than urban or central city

and more urban principals than central oity princi-

pals disagreed that during negotiation process, the

principal should represent the board of education

during all phases.

The discriminant analysis based on whether princi-

pals worked in Florida or Illinois produced the following

results

i

1. Florida principals disagreed more strongly than

Illinois principals that!
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zation should weaken severely the organization's

ability to provide protection for teachers, and

b. during the negotiation process, the principal

should refrain from taking part in negotiation,

leaving negotiations to the board of education

and to the teachers' organization.

2. Florida principals agreed more strongly than

Illinois principals that the principal should be

skilled in preparing and implementing the school

budget.

3. Illinois principals disagreed more strongly than

Florida principals that:

a. During the negotiation process, the principal

should act as a representative for the teachers'

organization,

the school board and teachers' organization, and

o. principals should shield and buffer their

teachers from the central office administration

and the board of education.



3HAPIER

PROCEDURE SUMMARY, FINDINGS. CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

This study was done in order to investigate the

impact of teachers' collective negotiations on the percep-

tions of principals of their role in elementary public

schools.

The problem of this study was to determine if

there were significant differences in the ways that randomly

selected samples of elementary school principals perceived

their role, depending upon whether or not they served in

public school districts which had collectively negotiated

teachers' contracts during 1969-1972.

The perceptions of principals were focused on

four aspects of the role of principal 1 (1) knowledge and

skills needed by principals (2) role as institutional head

of a schools (3) role in regard to collective negotiations

for principal; and (4) opinions about effects of collective

negotiations by teachers on principal's role.

Elementary principals in Florida and Illinois

were selected and invited to participate in this study in

equal number from rural, urban, and central city public

school districts which had and did not have teachers'

- 71 -
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collective negotiations for the three-year period of 1969-

1972. Of 84 principals proposed for this study, there were

usable responses from 55 or approximately 65 percent return.

A 60-itea Q-sort was used to collect data.

Discriminant function analysis indicated that

responses to a set of four items, namely, #28, #33, #43. and

#30, formed an efficient system that classified accurately

into two groups more than 75 percent of the principals

according to whether or not they had experience with teachers*

collectively negotiated contracts. Further, discriminant

function analysis demonstrated that responses to another

set of three items, namely, #14, #31, and #20 formed an

efficient system that classified accurately into three

groups more than 65 percent of the principals according to

whether they worked in rural, urban, or central city school

districts . Finally, discriminant function analysis showed

that responses to a set of six items, namely, #16, #17, #12,

#57, #3, and #49, formed an efficient system that classified

accurately into two groups more than 90 percent of the

principals according to whether they worked in Florida or

in Illinois.

A factor analysis of Q-sort data was attempted,

but the small sample size resulted in the production of 23

factors which often contained items that overlapped and the
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relationship with each other. The factor analysis treat-

ment of the data did not yield statistically useful factors

that would help to interpret the data. After viewing the

data in a simple descriptive way, a decision to employ

discriminant function analysis was made.

When discriminant analyses were performed, it was

found that some of the variation in responses among princi-

pals was related to the state where they worked, followed

by small amounts of variation being related to degree of

experience with teachers' collective negotiations and size

of the school district where principals were employed.

Most of the variation in responses by principals was not

attributable to the measured variables.

Fifteen of 60 items had significant univariate

F-ratios that indicated significantly different mean scores

between principals who worked in Florida and those in

Illinois. The null hypotheses for the other 45 items were

accepted. There were no significantly different mean

scores for those 45 items. Further, responses to six items

accurately classified 90 peroent of the principals in the

state where they actually worked.

Four of 60 items had significant univariate P-ratios

that indicated significantly different mean scores between



tions and those who had not. The null hypotheses Tor the

other 56 items were accepted. There wore no significantly

different mean scores for those 56 items. Further, respon

to the same four items mentioned above accurately classifi

75 percent of the principals according to whether or not

they had had actual experience with teachers' collective

negotiations.

Only two of 60 items had significant univariate

F-ratios that indicated significantly different mean score

between principals who worked in central city, urban, or

rural school districts. The null hypotheses for the other

58 items were accepted. There were no significantly differ

mean scores for those 58 items. Further, responses to

three items accurately classified 65 percent of the princi-

pals according to the size of the school district where

they worked.

Implications

A major methodological implication of this study

was that in order for a factor analysis treatment of data

probably be at least twice or three times the number of

items in the Q-sort. An effective factor analysis of a

60-item Q-sort would reo.uire ordinarily between 120 and 180

subjects to be an useful tool for interpreting Q-sort data.



sample size

Q-methodology , then a Q-sort should be used for it can

provide worthwhile correlations between items and help to

explain similarities and differences in attitudes of groups

of subjects. A Q-sort has limited value if the sample size

of subjects is too small, and the investigator would be

better advised to consider some other research methodology.

Since a 60-item Q-sort requires nearly one hour

to complete, a second methodological implication was that

the offer of a stipend furnished additional incentive for

participants along with the inherent interest which subjects

have in the area of investigation. The offer of a stipend

generated a 95 percent response from Florida principals and

a 70 percent response from Illinois principals regarding

Consideration should be given by researchers to include a

stipend budget for participating subjects when they prepare

field study proposals funded by grants that will involve

mailed instruments and no personal contact. Savings of

time in awaiting returns and a higher percentage of expected

responses could result.

A third methodological implication was that timing

appeared to be a critical factor in conducting a research

field study. Conducting a field study during the period

between April and the closing of school in June did not seem

to bring optimal responses. Just as it has been demonstrated
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that school referenda generally gain more favorable voter

support in September and October than the month when property

tax bills are due, it would seem that some times are better

than others for surveying principals. Probably late Septem-

ber until Thanksgiving and January through March are better

times in which field study data can be collected more

readily from principals.

A major substantive implication of this study was

that teachers' collective negotiations have had an impact

upon the ways in which elementary school principals perceive

their role. This impact is likely to grow as teachers'

organisations experience new successes in winning recogni-

tion from boards of education that teachers as a group have

the right to negotiate collectively with their employers.

Principals seem to be growing more aware and more eager to

define their place in the educational establishment. While

it is unlikely that principals wish to shun their management

role, even if teachers, superintendents, boards of education,

or the public would let them (they will not), principals

are finally taking the initiative to have some input in what

their professional job role shall be. The recent FESP

survey (see Table 3) indicated that Florida principals per-

ceived the desirability of collaborating cooperatively with

other school management groups, but at the same time, main-

taining an independent position that may lead them eventually

rights for



was that principals who experienced teachers' collectively

negotiated contracts were learning to perceive the opportun-

al roles and reducing pressures on then to respond to

teachers' demands. Collective negotiations need not always

he threating to the principal, for it is a process which

can stimulate more satisfying relationships between principal

and staff. Greater understanding results from the expression

of expectations and responsibilities concerning the roles

of principal and teachers that are embodied in specific

written contract language. The Q-sort data of this study

demonstrated that teachers' collective negotiations could

be perceived as having some strengths as well as drawbacks,

if principals had experience with teachers' collective

A third implication of this study was that there

needs to be replication and enlargement of the sample size

used to investigate this area. Urich concluded that

Q-raethodology was especially useful for making' comparisons

of relationships within and between groups of people and it

shed light on what aspects of the attitude have changed and

the possible interactions of attitude changes within ar.d

between the general subjects (fcOil1*). Q-methodology provides

a research technique to conduct longitudinal studies.

Future attitudes can be compared with present attitudes on



the same topic. Today's data can serve as a baseline Tor

a toward which -

Finally, the author believes that principals

need to be educated to the possibilities of teachers'

collective negotiations as a process through their profess-

ional organisations, in-service education, and graduate

education. They need to be aware of the dangers, and they

need to capitalise on its benefits. Only when principals

are aware of the range of possibilities for good or ill

that teachers' collective negotiations contain will they

be able to act in a manner that will insure that public

education as an institutional process moves forward to

benefit the public it serves.
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Please return the enclosed postcard by April 10,
1973 indicating whether or not you wish to participate in
this study. If you choose to participate, a set of
materials will be sent to you immediately upon receipt of
your notice that you wish to participate. Thank you for
your consideration of my request.

Respectfully yours,

Charles D. Wilhelm
Research Assistant
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Treat each statement indeoendently of all the
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Column I for all 60 statements, proceed to
Phase II.

Re-read all of the statements that you marked with an
AG in Column I. Find the two statements with which you

Now you are to sort your DISAGREE (DS) group. Select
the two statements with which you most disagree. Mark
this with a I in Column II. Then sort out the next 3
statements with which you most disagree and mark them
with a H in Column II. Continue with 6 for G(6) and 11
for F(ll). You may have to take from your NEUTRAL (N)
group if you do not have enough statements in your
DISAGREE (DS) group. This sorting of the DISAGREE (DS)
statement is the same as for the AGREE (AG) statements,
except you will be working backwards from 1(2) to F(ll).

This should leave 16 statements for your NEUTRAL (N)
group. Mark these statements with an E(l6) in Column
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NUMBER OF STATEMENTS IN IT. You may shift statements
from one group to another as you sort.

When you have finished sorting, record the number of
each statement on the TALLY sheet. Follow the "Dir-
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Sheet with your signature. Thank you.
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APPENDIX B

Q-SORT ITEMS

1. During the process of negotiations the principal should

function in a manner that will bring the school board

and teachers together.

psychological makeup of children and young adults.

3. During the negotiation process, the principal should

refrain from taking part in negotiation, leaving nego-

tiations to the board of education and to the teachers'

organization.

4. The principal should have working knowledge of the

various theories of learning and understand their

application as well as implications in curriculum

development and improvement of instruction.

5. The principal should resist the increased use of formal

grievance procedures advocated by teachers' organiza-

7. The principal should be proficient in developing and/or



Strong teacher orgar

principals are usually "unfriendly" to people who

criticize their school system.

9.

The principal should have acute awareness of what

constitutes good maintenance and good housekeeping

10. Principals as a group should have a cooperative rela-

tionship with the school board.

11. The principal should know how to utilize staff members

and how to secure the best possible teaching staff.

12. During the negotiation process, the principal should

13. The principal should attempt to prove to the school

board that teachers' organizations will benefit the

teachers in his school district.

14. The principal should recognize the importance in

establishing and maintaining a sound public relations

program.

15. The principal should have an understanding of school

law and court decisions that have affected education.

16. Inclusion of principals in the teachers' organization

should weaken severely the organization's ability to

provide protection for teachers.

17. The principal should be skilled in preparing and

implementing the school budget. •«—



clear understanding of
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18. The principal should have a

role, the board of education's role, and role of his

professional staff.

19. Principals should not be teachers, but managers of

20. During negotiation process, the principal should re-

present the board of education during all phases.

21. Principals should not be allowed to negotiate with the

school board or its representatives.

22. The principal should be proficient in the procuring

and distributing of equipment and supplies.

23. Principals should not engage in wage and salary nego-

tiation with teachers' organisation while a member of

2b. Principals should often lead the operation of local

25. The principal should have an understanding of group

dynamics, and be able to orient effectively a group to

a particular task.

26. The principal should function as a channel and inter-

preter of teacher concerns to the board of education

and the responsibilities and concerns of the board of

27* Principals should understand and apply the principles
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28. The principal should be the one who is primarily

responsible for actually expressing the demands of

teachers to the school board.

29. Principals should be excluded from the voting unit

that represents teachers.

30. The principal should have an understanding of pressure

groups and be able to cope successfully with such

31. Generally problems between teachers and principals

result from organizational rules and regulations.

32. Principals with other administrative personnel should

33. Although principals are members of teachers' organiza-

tion, they should be able to meet separately with the

school board to determine their salaries.

3*t. During negotiation process, the principal should

function in a dual role, by acting as advisor to

school board as well as a member of a leader of the

professional staff.

35- The principal should be proficient in ascertaining the

wants and needs of the community, the teachers, and the

children of the school.

36. Principals should be represented in collective negotia-

tions with the school board by the local teachers'

organization.

37. The principal should seek suggestions from teachers.



38. The principal should consult with teachers before

making major decisions at school.

39. The principal should check closely on teachers' elass-

40. Relationships between the principal and teachers should

be formal.

41. The principal should do most of the talking in staff

42. The principal should allow teachers to violate minor

rules.

43. Staff meetings should be used for administrative

matters

.

44. School decision-making should be decentralised and

based on whoever has the relevant expertise.

45. School decision-making should be centralised in the

hands of the principal who possesses greater authority

by virtue of superordinate position.

46. Professionals should have a voice in all decisions

which determine the practice of the educational pro-

47. Instructional decisions should be made mainly by the

instructional staff.

48. The principal should encourage experimentation with

new ways of teaching.

49. Principals should shield and buffer their teachers

from the central 0sffice and the



50. Principals should be represented on the superintendent's

negotiating team.

51. Local associations should be made up of teachers,

supervisors, principals, and administrators working

together in close harmony because this best serves the

cause of education.

52. Principals should band together to protect their own

rights by emulating strong union or teachers' organiza-

53- Collective negotiations tend to create friction between

the principal and the faculty.

5*1. Collective negotiations should be a major step toward

upgrading the teaching profession.

55. Collective negotiations should tend to enhance the

principal's role of providing leadership.

56. Collective negotiations should tend to provide for

better understanding and educational improvement.

57. All matters that relate to the educational program

should be considered negotiable by the school board

58. Negotiable items for teachers' organizations should be

limited to salary and fringe benefits.

59. Teacher advisory committees should facilitate decision-

making processes.

60. Teachers' organizations should have a sizable voice in

policy decisions that affect the educational program of

their school system.
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APPENDIX

DEVIATIONS, AND F-RATIOS FOR ITEMS BY STATE
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APPENDIX E—Continued

3.05

6.29

6.17

5-29

2.4?

5.38

3.67

3.97

3.70

6.17

6.76

6.29

5.67

5.05

6.26

3.94

0.03

0.82

3.34

5.84*

16.65*

1.70

0.03

16.42*

2.03

0.52

0.05

1.39

4.67*

1.74

0.10

0.07

0.00

0.44

0.18

7.95*

3.18

.05 level P=4.03
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APPENDIX E—Continued

.05 level F=4.03
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